
AIM 
2018

LEARN HOW MUSIC, DRAMA AND  
GESTURE CAN WORK SYNERGISTICALLY 

TO RAPIDLY INCREASE SECOND  
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND FLUENCY!

for NEW & EXPERIENCED  
Primary & secondary 

 AIM teachers

7TH AUCKLAND 
AIM CONFERENCE

MARCH  
5th & 6th

@ KINGS SCHOOL, REMUERA.
$460(AUD)  - SEE EARLY-BIRD RATE BELOW 

FRENCH & SPANISH 

EARLY-BIRD RATE $420(AUD)  

if you pay by 07/02/2018 NJ!!!



WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE CONFERENCE...

REGISTER ONLINE AT: WWW.AIMANZ.COM/WORKSHOPS

To learn more about AIM, visit:  
www.aimanz.com/what-is-the-aim/ 

WHAT IS AIM? 
In a short space of time, the Accelerative Integrated 
Methodology (AIM) will enable your students to 
develop a working proficiency in your target language. 

AIM brings true transformation to the experience of 
teaching and learning a second language by using these 
key strategies:

Gestures are used to introduce and reinforce vocabulary 
and enable a target-language only environment. These 
visual and kinaesthetic props allow new words and asso-
ciated grammar to pass directly to meaning, so there is 
no need to translate back into the first language. 

Useful, key words are taught first. The most useful and 
highest-frequency words have been carefully selected 
and are introduced within the first few hours of instruc-
tion, giving students the tools they need to communicate 
from the very first class.  

Content-based instruction has been carefully designed 
to create an immersion-like experience where students 
focus on task-based activities relating to dramatic arts 
and literacy. Each kit culminates in activities that syn-
thesize all that has been acquired through the kit. 

An inductive, contextualized approach to grammar 
ensures abstract grammar concepts are taught in a 
meaningful way. Grammar raps help students under-
stand language patterns. Students are amazed to discov-
er that grammar can be both cool and fun! 

Cooperative learning activities get students working 
with each other, speaking and writing creatively in the 
target language.
 
The highly participatory and active learning environ-
ment in an AIM classroom ensures students of all abili-
ties and learning styles are supported.

GET STARTED WITH AIM 
For teachers new to AIM ‘The Gesture Approach’

French & SPANISH 
In these workshops, you’ll be introduced  
to the AIM (Accelerative Integrated  
Methodology) and shown how this  
innovative method of teaching, which  
uses music, drama and gesture, can  
work synergistically to rapidly increase  
second language acquisition and fluency.

This approach, unlike most contemporary programs, 
is based on stories rather than themes and allows for a 
greater emotional involvement on the part of the stu-
dent; moreover, the extensive use of song and drama 
gives plenty of opportunity for ‘pleasant repetition’, 
an essential ingredient in the development of language 
proficiency.

EXCEL WITH AIM 
NEW IDEAS AND STRATEGIES TO SHARE! 
Teachers with 2 years or more experience using AIM 

French & SPANISH 
There are always  new strategies to test and explore! So 
many AIM teachers finish the unit with the play perfor-
mance, but they’re missing out on the best AIM has to 
offer! 
In these sessions, experienced AIM teachers will learn 
how to excel using the AIM and take their students to the 
next level, with a focus on written output and the  
integration of technology.
If you’re struggling with the ‘English –only’ rule; not 
completing enough writing; not using the PDL to inte-
grate topics from outside the AIM plays; not using tech-
nology well… then we need you register to get the MOST 
out of this great methodology!

Songs, dances, raps & music 

Teach grammar inductively

the revolutionary ‘Gesture Approach’

create a target-language-only classroom

Language manipulation

Rapidly develop written fluency!

CONDUCT YOUR CLASS LIKE A LINGUISTIC CHOIR!

The ultimate transference of language

 Creative story retelling 

Create a classroom library

Use images, films and the PDL!

  Incorporate technology 

Jump-start your students’ oral fluency!



WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE CONFERENCE... THE DETAILS...
(ALL THE NITTY GRITTY BITS)

YOUR AIM PRESENTERS...  
HANDS-on teachers who know AIM inside-out

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY...  
“ 

If I had to choose one thing that distinguish-
es AIM classrooms from the more typical core 
French classes,  it's the level of emotional invest-
ment that the kids have in the process, and the 
fun that they are having, that’s fuel that drives 
the learning process. ” (Dr Jim Cummins, OISE University)

“ 
When talking to teachers, consultants and 

people in education, they all support your pro-
gram and they are sometimes thrilled by it when 
they see the involvement of those kids and those 
teachers. Even those who doubt at first come 
around very quickly when they see it in action. ” (Dr David Booth, University of Toronto)

REGISTRATION: $460(AUD) 

Early-Bird rate   of $420(AUD) if you pay by 07/02/2018 
register online at: www.aimanz.com/workshops 
NB: ONLINE REGISTRATIONS ONLY THIS YEAR 

THE VENUE: 
Kings School, 258 Remuera Road,
Remuera, Auckland 1050, NZ
NB: SESSIONS RUN FROM 8:30AM TO 3PM DAILY

 
ANY QUESTIONS? 
Call Jen McKinney on: +61 (0)415 415 769   
Or email Jen at: jen@aimanz.com 
AIM Language Learning Australia & New Zealand 
ABN: 24635477225 
www.aimanz.com

JEN MCKINNEY, M.ED. 
French, ESL, Japanese,  
German, Mandarin 

EDITE SAMMONS, B.A., B.ED. 
French, Spanish 

Jen is a practising AIM teacher 
and International language 
consultant. She is the CEO 
of AIM Language Learning 
Australia & New Zealand and is 
the head presenter for AIM in 
Australasia. 

Jen has 20+ years experience 
teaching French, German and 
Japanese, from prep. to year 
12 and is responsible for the 
production of the AIM program 
in Mandarin. Holding a Masters 
degree in “How gesture-based 
approaches support the teaching 
of languages”, Jen works in AIM 
production and publishing, as a 
language consultant in schools 
and has given keynote addresses 
at a number of conferences. Her 
passion is the development of a 
functional student fluency!

Edite has taught core French 
since 1980 in both the public 
and independent school systems 
in Ontario, Canada. 

For several years now, Edite has 
been an AIM presenter, consult-
ant, and writer, as well as a full 
time French teacher.  Edite has 
given AIM training workshops 
to thousands of language teach-
ers across North America and 
Holland.  

Edite has now retired from 
teaching, and whas taken on 
the role of Curriculum Services 
Consultant with AIM Language 
Learning for Spanish. 

    

The AIM team are all Certified AIM Presenters
with many years of classroom teaching experience (with 
and without AIM). This underpins their invaluable ability 
to help their fellow teachers get up to speed and thriving 
with AIM. 


